We are hiring

UI/UX Analyst
Melbourne

Ref. No. 2019EM001

The Introduction
As a UI/UX analyst you are passionate about understanding user needs and deriving at solutions to fulfil them by using
creativity and design thinking. If you are an enthusiastic individual who is currently engaged in UI/UX role or upskilling yourself
for a UI/UX career this will be for you.

About LI Labs
LI Labs is an Australian-based digital platform provider with a mission to help businesses deliver better customer experience
through the use of digital technology, elevating existing operations and data to a more useful purpose.
Our purpose is to support businesses become digitally ready and offer the right customer experience, while fulfilling the
business goals. Our expertise is on digital platforms ranging from Web to Mobile to Mixed Reality and the technologies that
enables the capabilities for these platforms.

The Position
We’re looking for a part-time UI/UX analyst with knowledge and experience in digital platforms design and
customer engagement. Salary is negotiable and this role will offer minimum of 20 hours per week.
Some remote work is possible. Valid working rights is a must.

In this role you will:
Be an enthusiastic, collaborative contributor and a team player.
Create wireframes and sketches, and build final visual assets that fit within the organisation’s ecosystem to
ensure alignment between digital properties, platforms, and experiences.
Translate concepts into user flows, wireframes, mock-ups, and prototypes that lead to intuitive user experiences.
Design and deliver wireframes, user stories, user journeys, and mock-ups optimised for a wide range of
devices and interfaces.
Produce all in-app assets for their products, finding the best implementation solutions for
designs across multiple platforms.
Identify design problems and devise elegant solutions.
Apply type, colour, sizing, and iconography with a clear eye.
Prioritise your tasks and respond to needs that come in quickly by managing your time and
shifting your priorities when needed.

We expect you to have:
Knowledge in UI/UX Design and Analysis.
Ability to communicate with customers and business owners and translate business needs to UI/UX concepts.
Experience in using UX design best practices to design solutions, and a deep understanding of
mobile-first and responsive design.
Graphical creativity and conceptual designs from user perspective is a must.
Experience in standard software
(e.g. Photoshop, Illustrator, Sketch, Adobe XD, OmniGraffle, Axure, InVision, UXPin, Balsamiq, Framer)
Knowledge in of HTML5, CSS and JavaScript is a plus.

Interested?
Email your resume and a cover letter stating how you would fulfil LI Labs core values in the capacity of UI/UX analyst to

careers@lilabs.com.au

